Art Direction for the Web

Andy Clarke
A Hardboiled Web Design shot
For Lemmy.

If you like to gamble,
I tell you I’m your man.
You win some, lose some,
all the same to me.

The pleasure is to play,
makes no difference what you say.
I don’t share your greed,
the only card I need is the Ace of Spades.

Ian Fraser ‘Lemmy’ Kilmister (1945–2015)
Born to lose, lived to win.
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What this book’s about

Art direction has been part of advertising and print design for over 100 years, but on the web art direction is rare and there have been few meaningful conversations about it. This might be because we’ve been fixated on designing digital products. It may be because we’ve been preoccupied with making websites responsive. It might simply be that many designers and developers were never taught about art direction. In this book I’m going to explain art direction, what it means, why it matters, and who can do it.

Art direction can help you improve engagement and encourage customer retention. It connects your brand with an audience, improves conversions and brings your customers’ journeys to life. In this book, I’m going to show you how. I’ll also explain how art direction can maintain brand values and design principles by connecting touch points across marketing, product design, and websites.

This book is for web designers and developers who want to understand art direction and how to make it work for digital products and websites. It’s for businesses that want to make designs which engage audiences, and for experienced art directors and designers who work in print, who need to understand how to take their talent to the web.

What I describe is as relevant to people who design websites running on platforms like Shopify or Squarespace, as for those who handcraft every aspect of a digital experience. It’s as appropriate for people who design complex and multifaceted digital products as for those who create websites to help market them.
I’ve written for developers who want to collaborate with designers more effectively by teaching design principles so they can implement designs on any platform, from template-driven systems like Wix or WordPress to handwritten code. The art direction principles I teach also apply as much to people who use libraries like Bootstrap as they do to those who start every project by defining a bespoke grid.

I’ve written for other writers too, people who want their words to be more than—as my friend Brendan Dawes once said—“filling for rectangles.”

I’ve written for people who lead marketing or product teams, or run businesses, and who want their stories to be more effective at communicating, persuading, and selling.

I also wrote *Art Direction for the Web* for me because, quite frankly, I’m weary of seeing websites that feel soulless and look identical to one another. I hope this book can help change that.

The content of this book is based on my twenty years’ experience of working with clients, plus the expertise of the art directors and designers I interviewed. I learned an incredible amount from talking with them, and I hope that through this book you will too.
Directing grids

Grids have a long and varied history in design, from the earliest books, through movements like constructivism and the International Typographic Style, right up to the present-day popularity of grids in frameworks like Bootstrap and material design.

Layout systems

A generation of product and website designers have grown up with grids from Bootstrap, 960 Grid System before it, and Blueprint before that. In frameworks like these—and in plenty of work built on them—grids are used mostly for just aligning content to the edges of columns.
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When you use grids imaginatively, they do much, much more than align content. A grid brings cohesion to a composition. It helps people understand the stories you’re telling by suggesting hierarchies. Grids inform people what to read first, then next, and how much attention to give it.

They define the position of valuable information or a call to action. A thoughtfully chosen grid leads to a wealth of possibilities and any number of exciting designs.

I’m going to teach you there’s more to grids than twelve or sixteen evenly sized columns. I’ll show you how varied layouts based on one, two, and multiple columns can be. I’ll explain how to use modular and compound grids, which are two or more grids on one page. Finally, I’ll demonstrate how to get incredible results from an off-the-shelf framework. Before I do that, I want to explain grid anatomy and terminology.

**Grid anatomy**

There are several components to a grid: columns, fields, flowlines, gutters, margins, modules, and spacial zones.
**Columns** are perhaps the best-known grid components. They're vertical. They can, but needn’t, be the same width. You can use as few or as many of them as you need. That choice will depend on your design goals.

Horizontal fields are known as rows in CSS Grid—when your writing mode is set to horizontal, top to bottom,—and in HTML table parlance. By default, they run left-to-right and perpendicular to columns. Their heights can be intrinsic—defined by the content inside them—or you can give them an explicit height.
Flowlines divide space into horizontal sections. You can use them to guide someone from one content area to the next. When flowlines are solid and extend to the outer edges of the page, they make people pause before starting a new section. You can anchor blocks of content to either the bottom or top of a flowline using CSS Grid or Flexbox alignment.

Gutters are horizontal and vertical gaps between columns and fields. You can leave them empty or incorporate them into the size of elements on the grid. Gutter height and width can have an enormous impact on the clarity of your layouts. Make gutters too small, and you run the risk of making your copy dense and difficult to read. Too large and you might lose the visual connection between columns.
Unlike CSS terminology—where every element has margins on all sides—
grid margins are the spaces between the outer edges of your layout and
the browser chrome, page, or screen. Don’t think these margins need to
stay empty though, as they can be useful spaces for placing image
captions and small text.

When you hear the term module, do you immediately think of a reusable
atomic web design component? Grid modules are different. They’re indi-
vidual units—most commonly rectangles or squares—which repeat hor-
izontally and vertically. Modules can be any size: based on your content,
the aspect ratios of images, and even advertising sizes.

In CSS Grid, spacial zones are called grid-template-areas. Whatever
you choose to call them, they’re adjacent modules bound together to form
larger areas.

Left: We don’t hear as much about modular grids for web design as we do column-based grids.
I’d like to change that. Right: Spacial zones needn’t just make spaces for content; they help
define an element’s size or shape too. When spacial zones overlap, designs can take on person-
alities all their own.
Grid types

When I teach design classes, I ask my students to draw what a grid means to them. Nine out of ten of them sketch columns, but it’s important to know that column-based designs are only one of several options.

Columns offer enormous possibilities, so it’s little wonder they’re so many peoples’ go-to grid components. You can use as few or as many columns as you need and you can make them any width. Not every column needs to be as wide as its siblings, you can bind columns together to form wider containers, and you can also leave columns empty.

SINGLE COLUMNS

A single column is the simplest form of grid. While its roots reach back to the design of early manuscripts, more recently it’s become a popular way to avoid the complexities of responsive layouts.

The width of one column will depend either on the length of its contents, or the browser, device, or page around it. There may also be times when you’ll choose an unnaturally narrow column plus extra-wide margins to create drama.
Often you’ll choose column widths which make your text comfortable to read. Not too narrow so jumping between lines becomes tiring; not too wide so finding the start of the next line is difficult. The ideal width—or measure—of a single column is something book designers have considered for generations, so it’s not surprising that designs which are based on them look classical.

In this single-column design, running text holds around 75 characters per line, which is the upper limit for reading comfortably. I always adjust type size when column widths change, making text smaller in narrower columns and larger in wider ones.

**TWIN COLUMNS**

Grids with two symmetrical columns feel orderly. They can hold a tremendous amount of content without becoming overwhelming, especially when you set those columns within wide margins. If you have plenty of running text, twin-columns solidify it into blocks, giving your page visible structure.
While twin-column grids might feel conservative, you can add playful touches, perhaps by pulling elements into margins or staggering the start of each column by padding its content.

I want this next design to feel more dynamic, so I pull the image left by the same width as gutters between columns. This creates a diagonal that draws people towards where they should start reading.

UX designers are concerned with making a product or website easy to use, so make it obvious where you want people to look and where to start interacting or reading.

Adapting a twin-column layout to tiny screens is straightforward. Just allowing the second column to drop under the first makes for an uninterrupted reading experience.
Directing grids

To add drama to this symmetrical, twin-column design, I pad the start of one column, then the end of the other.

TWO ASYMMETRICAL COLUMNS

While symmetry helps large amounts of running text feel approachable, an asymmetrical two-column grid—where one column is wider than the other—often works better when your content has more variety.

A little space makes a big difference to even the simplest designs.
A larger column offers plenty of space to tell a longer story. A smaller one allows image captions or notes to sit alongside so they can support your narrative. A narrow column is also a fabulous place for supporting information: content which is different from, but still relevant to your story.

Whether you decide a narrow column should sit on the left or right will depend on your content. I place a large block of running text in the wider column on the right, then supporting information in its narrower sibling on the left.

Moving the narrow column to the right gives my design a very different feel. This difference is important because here the content in this narrow column is separate from the story.

MULTI-COLUMN GRIDS

Symmetrical multi-column grids have become a staple largely because twelve columns can be easily divided into thirds and quarters. In fact, they’re now so ubiquitous that starting a new design without sketching three or four columns can be hard.
Just because so many people choose multi-column grids doesn’t necessarily mean designs based on them need to be predictable. There are plenty of ways to make multi-column layouts look unpredictable. Above, this oversized image and three asymmetrical columns give the impression that the bulging suitcase is pushing my content apart. The layout then switches to three symmetrical columns under an invisible flowline.

This large image escapes the top of the page. This bleed, and the deep head margins contrast with the solid columns of text. I leave the first column clear of text to allow the image to spread across two columns.
Remember, you needn’t fill every part of every column. Leaving columns empty can turn a highly structured layout into one which feels dynamic.

**MULTI-COLUMN GRIDS AND FLOWLINES**

On the web, you rarely know how tall someone’s window on your content will be. Tall columns of text can quickly grow beyond the viewport, which makes reading difficult. You need to think carefully about content structure before setting long passages of running text in columns.

Flowlines separate a composition into sections, but they are also useful for ensuring that blocks of running text are more likely to fit within one screen. You can use images and text elements as flowlines to define these sections.

**SYMMETRICAL LAYOUTS**

When a design calls for two or more columns, you’ll need to decide whether to arrange them asymmetrically or symmetrically. This decision will largely depend on the content you’re delivering and the complexity of your design. It will also depend on how you’d like someone to feel, because symmetry brings a calmness which makes someone feel comfortable.

Symmetrical layouts suit simpler designs with less varied content because symmetry makes it easier for someone to view your composition as a whole. That doesn’t mean every part of a layout must mirror another precisely. Deliberately misplacing some elements will make designs more compelling.

I place this larger standfirst paragraph diagonally opposite my headline to contrast it with the blocks of running text below.
ASYMMETRICAL LAYOUTS

Asymmetry helps organise a wider variety of content in complex arrangements. It can also direct someone's attention to specific areas in a page and help them make sense of your content. Asymmetrical layouts allow for a wide variety of sizes and shapes. Asymmetry brings energy to compositions and makes them feel active.

Solid blocks of copy and images add visual weight and draw the eye. To make a design more interesting, alter contrast between larger, heavy elements and lighter, smaller ones.

This next design includes various types of content. There's a headline, image, running text, plus two pieces of supporting information. I want the content hierarchy to be obvious, so I devote more space to running text and image, less to supporting information. I choose four columns and arrange them in an asymmetric 1|3|2|2 pattern, where each unit is an eighth of my layout.
These proportions work even better when I reorder those columns into a 3|1|2|2 pattern. Moving the vertical headline into the centre of this composition further separates the story from its supporting information.

By now, you could be wondering how good asymmetrical layouts look on smaller screens. Even in landscape orientation on a tablet's screen,
There's still room in this layout for a fabulous vertical headline. I resize it to match the viewport height.

the narrowest column isn't wide enough to give my headline the visual weight it needs. Instead, I place a horizontal version of that headline in the space at the top of the page. With space in portrait orientations at an even greater premium, I dropped the supporting information below my main story.

**Compound grids**

A compound grid is two or more grids of any type—column, modular, symmetrical, and asymmetrical—on one page. They can occupy separate areas or overlap. In this design, six columns overlay four to create interesting ways to align and size content.

The flexibility of a compound grid becomes obvious by making the grid lines behind this layout visible. The interplay of two grids—and how that affects the position of a headline and the width of my small text—makes this compound layout more interesting than one grid in isolation.
A 6&4 compound grid, famously used as the basis for Karl Gerstner’s work on Capital magazine in the 1960s. This grid makes an incredible variety of compositions possible.

In this version of the same article, I split running text across two of the four columns, then move the supporting information to one of the narrower columns on the six-column grid.
With a compound of two grids, you might use widths from one or the other. Or you could combine widths from both to form columns which don’t conform to either. You can use these new widths to inform the sizes of images and text. This pull-quote gets its width from starting on the four-column grid but ending on the six.

In addition to the pull-quote, this headline has an unusual width because it begins on a line from one grid but finishes on the other.
Above, I set the running text in two out of four columns. However, when I place pull-quotes in the outer two columns, they feel disconnected from the story. I can improve this design by aligning the edges of these quotes to lines in the six-column grid so they feel part of the story.

You can afford to be creative when designing block and pull-quotes. I'll teach you how later.
Compound grids make informed decisions about the widths of images and captions easier. Below, these columns of running text derive their widths from the four-column grid, as does the banner image. On the other hand, I decided the width of this image caption should be the same as one column from the six.

Within a symmetrical design, small details such as image captions can make layouts feel more active.
STACKED GRIDS

You can combine column grids with hierarchical and even modular grids. When pages contain two separate subjects or different types of content, stacking grids can be a great way to make that difference more obvious.

At the top of this next page is a story about creating a new identity after pulling off a robbery. Underneath there’s an altogether different story about why the Mini Cooper is your best choice for a getaway car. To leave someone in little doubt these stories are separate, use a different grid for each. I base the top story on a four-column grid, the bottom on a six.

Modular grids bring order to complex content and are a fabulous choice for the timeline of Mini models at the bottom of this stacked design. The modular timeline layout contrasts beautifully with the columns in the story above.
STACKING ON SMALL SCREENS

When people use small screens, you can’t rely on complex compositions. You’ll need to find other ways to make people notice differences between content types. The position of these two images emphasises the difference: for the first, the image bleeds off the right of the page; in the second, it bleeds off the left.

You might choose different typefaces, styles, or weights to emphasise different types of content. Varied alignments and spacing can also be incredibly effective.
Modular grids

A module is a rectangular or square unit of any size. Modules repeat horizontally and vertically to form a modular grid. At first glance, modular grids can seem complicated. However, they’re easy to work with, so it surprises me so few web designers use them. Modular grids are excellent for bringing order to large amounts of varied content and you can also use them to create visually appealing layouts when there’s very little content. When you use modular grids thoughtfully they can fill your designs with energy.

In this next design, I bind several modules together to create three larger spacial zones. These define the position and shape of my content. The zones inform the size of headlines, images, and even the detached image caption which occupies a single module over on the right.

Because it contains fewer, more substantial, spacial zones, this next composition (opposite top) feels altogether different. The smaller of two zones informs the position and size of a headline and standfirst combination. Whereas in the previous design I use a single module to determine the size of a caption, here that module provides dimensions for a small image.
As well as using modules to inform image proportions, you can also use them to determine the size of decorative text elements, including drop caps.
ADVERTISING SIZES

If a product or website relies on advertising, you might choose to base its module proportions on Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) unit dimensions so that ads integrate into your composition seamlessly.

Banner ads are sometimes a necessary evil, so I base the design of this modular grid on a 970×90 IMU (pushdown).
Rotating this image gives the modular grid an extra boost of energy. I angle its bottom-right corner to point to where someone should start reading.

**ASPECT RATIOS**

Large images needn’t always run horizontally across a page; portrait orientations can make a design look different and distinctive. I base this grid on a 16:9 aspect ratio, but this time stood the image upright by binding nine modules together to form a large, vertical spacial zone.

Even with an image so large, this modular grid still gives me the luxury of dividing my running text into two symmetrical columns.
For a tablet’s medium-size screen, reorientate the image to landscape format and make the best use of the available space on those devices.
WHICH GRID TO SELECT

How do you choose the grid type which best suits the design you're making? Some grids provide structure and they order content; others feel more organic. Sometimes a grid will be obvious, other times it will fade into the background. Images are occasionally more critical than text, and you may want to display them at large sizes for maximum impact. Your choice of grid will depend on all these factors and more, but in general:

- **Single columns** have a classical feel and are suitable for long passages of running text. Ideal for blog entries, news articles, and help text.

- **Twin columns and multi-columns** are the most flexible and best for helping people make sense of varied content. Perfect for digital products and stores.

- **Modular grids** are fabulous for making diverse designs with plenty of drama and energy. Useful for portfolio and product pages.

Frameworks needn’t mean boring

There's no doubt that Bootstrap and many design frameworks like it are popular for getting a project started. Even if people don't use Bootstrap's `.row` and other classes, its twelve symmetrical columns are where many people begin.

When he wrote “Beyond The Boring: The Hunt For The Web's Lost Soul”, Josh Johnson thought that frameworks mean we've “reached a stagnation point where unique layouts are a lost art.” But frameworks don't make websites boring. Designers do.

If you want a framework-based design to be more interesting, start by simplifying its grid. You can easily streamline twelve narrow columns into six wider ones, which is good because I can't think of many reasons to use all twelve.

---
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When you stop thinking of framework columns as alignment guides, you can start using them more imaginatively.

I find using fewer columns helps me focus on the whole composition. To create a feeling of rhythm in this framework-based design, I split two of my simplified columns to form a repeating 1|1|2|2 pattern.

Experiment with splitting, then recombining columns to create more compelling layouts.
These narrow columns don't contain content of their own. Instead, they augment the width of other columns and inform the size of images and captions. The sizes of this suitcase and image caption are informed by adding one narrower column to a wider one. The main content is one narrow column plus two wider ones.
Sometimes, all it takes to get a different feeling from an asymmetrical design is to flip the grid. In that last example, this forms a 2|2|1|1 repeating pattern that I use to size a pull-quote and make it stand apart from the columns of running text around it.

Diverse grids

When I described compound grids, I showed how the interplay between two or more grids can lead to interesting designs. This type of flexibility is essential because sometimes a design requires a layout that’s not possible from a single category of grid.

GRID COMBINATIONS

My next design breaks a page into three horizontal sections. Within each section are different numbers and widths of modules. When I switch on the lines which turn those modules into columns, the possibilities of this grid appear.

While I take an organic approach to creating space, the result still maintains a geometrical structure.

Sometimes, to make a design engaging, you’ll want to break with convention altogether by encouraging people to explore a layout and discover content instead of laying it out for them.
My goal in this design is that no two blocks of content should be the same shape or size, but there should be a relationship between them. These content areas look randomly scattered even though their placement was deliberate.

These grid combinations suggest irregular positive and negative spaces in and around my content.

I start this design with a five-column symmetrical grid, then layer a root -3 rectangle, the width of four of my columns. The next step is to duplicate that rectangle and place it diagonally opposite to create two overlapping rectangles. I then copy the first rectangle a third and final time and rotate it by 90 degrees.

These three intersecting rectangles create a variety of shapes and sizes and countless layout permutations.
Still a fan of Bootstrap's columns? You can create diverse grids from that too.

Do disappearing right

To do disappearing right, you need a good ‘go bag’ to make your break. Change your appearance. Dye your hair, if you’re a natural blonde go brunette and visa versa. Ditch your favourite t-shirt and jeans. Go to a cheap clothing store and buy outfits you’d never normally choose.

Adjust the size of the root rectangles to match the width of eight of Bootstrap’s twelve columns and make spacial zones which feel balanced on its grid.

Reposition those root rectangles anywhere on the grid to open up a wealth of new opportunities from Bootstrap and frameworks like it.
ROTATING GRID COMPONENTS

When you want a design to have an off-kilter feel, rotate one or more elements. I base this group of images on a modular grid derived from their 16:9 aspect ratio. Then I turn each image by a different number of degrees.

Using images of various sizes and layering them on top of each other creates a sense of depth and gives your design a more realistic look.

Try rotating one of two columns from a twin-column symmetrical grid to give you the perfect balance between order and playfulness.
Lo-Flo Records’ website is artfully directed in so many dimensions, it’s difficult to know where to start describing it. The modular grid layout has a musicality which perfectly suits its subject matter. Its images and text elements have been arranged in patterns which are structured, but at the same time unexpected. However, it’s when you interact with those elements when the design comes to life. Each page is filled with well-orchestrated animations which bring their design to life.
Animations like these can quickly become repetitive if they’re not carefully considered. On Lo-Flo Records, these subtle enhancements move in a way which perfectly suits the company’s tagline, “Go with the flow.” The changing geometric shapes and even the use of sound when hovering over a link all make someone want to explore the website with their ears as well as their eyes.

http://loflorecords.com
When you want even more drama, a modular grid's structure is ideal for rotation. This grid includes two spacial zones and a single module. I rotate the entire composition just enough to achieve a dramatic effect, without making reading too difficult.

Rotate columns just enough to get the effect you're looking for, but not so much the rotation compromises the reading experience.

Rotating one or more elements, individually or as a group, is a fabulous way to make your layouts more distinctive, diverse and exciting.